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This report is the third in a series on different policies that could help mitigate the influence of 
corporate campaign cash in judicial elections. The reports are intended for advocates or legisla-
tors who want to ensure our justice system works for everyone, not just those with enough 
money to donate.

As the amount of money donated to judicial campaigns has exploded in recent elec-
tions, the influence of campaign cash on the judiciary has become a more urgent prob-
lem. Candidates in state supreme court races from 2000 to 2009 raised around $211 
million—two and a half times more than in the previous decade.1 Conflicts of interest 
have arisen as special interests and parties before high courts have spent money to influ-
ence elections to those courts.2 The insurance giant State Farm, for example, was facing 
a $1 billion verdict in a case pending before the Illinois Supreme Court in 2004. The 
plaintiffs in that case allege that State Farm asked a lower court judge to run for a seat on 
the high court, organized his campaign, and spent millions to elect him. After the justice 
took his seat on the bench, he voted to overturn the $1 billion verdict.3

To curb the influence of special interests in the selection of judges, many reform advocates 
have called for more states to choose judges through merit-selection systems, used in some 
form by two-thirds of the states to select judges.4 In those systems a nominating commis-
sion composes a list of potential judicial candidates from which the governor chooses a 
nominee. The state senate must confirm the choice in some states. The commissions use 
a wide range of criteria to make their recommendations.5 Connecticut law, for example, 
requires the nominating commissions to consider “the legal ability, competence, integrity, 
character and temperament of such judge and any other relevant information.”6

Most merit-selection systems require appointed judges to subsequently face voters in 
unopposed retention elections in which voters are asked whether the judge should remain 
on the bench. Historically, retention elections saw very little campaigning and hardly any 
campaign contributions.7 Conservative interests groups—usually angered by one or two 
high-profile cases—are now mounting unprecedented campaigns opposing retention elec-
tions in Iowa, Florida, and possibly in Indiana and Arizona.8 As a consequence, retention 
elections could join the trend of expensive and politicized judicial elections.
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This brief argues that, despite this risk, merit selection and retention elections offer a 
far better alternative to contested elections. Judges must be independent from political 
pressure so they can vindicate constitutional rights without fear of political backlash. 
The judiciary is the only institution that can remedy violations of the constitution by 
the other branches of government. At the first step of the process, merit selection frees 
a potential judge from political influence by focusing on his or her qualifications, not on 
the ability to make deals with legislators or rake in campaign contributions. Retention 
elections, the second step of the process, subject judges to much less political pressure 
than contested elections and offer greater judicial independence. Although some recent 
retention elections have become politicized, these systems can provide the public with 
unbiased, neutral information on a judge’s qualifications and record. This allows voters 
to focus on merit and not on one or two politicized, high-profile cases. 

The very name—merit selection—implies that the system produces higher-quality 
judges, but, admittedly, measuring a judge’s “merit” is a difficult task. Merit-selection 
commissions have a wide range of information to evaluate potential judges, but voters in 
contested elections usually lack meaningful information on judicial candidates, except 
for what they glean from sound bites and advertisements.

Critics argue merit-selection commissions are undemocratic and often do not share the 
values of a state’s population. Opponents are particularly critical of systems in which 
state bar associations appoint some members of the commissions. Some conservatives 
argue this practice leads to judges who are too liberal. 

To address these perceived deficiencies, conservative legislators have sought to impose 
greater control over judges and the merit-selection nominating process. Missouri law-
makers have placed a referendum on the 2012 ballot that would give the governor more 
appointees on the nominating commission, and conservative legislators in Florida are 
giving voters the chance to require senate confirmation of a judicial nominee.9 Some 
politicians have gone much further to “rein in” judges. New Hampshire legislators, for 
example, introduced a bill that would essentially end judges’ power to rule laws uncon-
stitutional.10 Supporters of merit selection warn that conservative efforts to chip away at 
the process will culminate in a push for contested elections.11

At the same time, recent efforts to institute merit-selection systems have stalled. Voters 
in a 2010 Nevada election rejected a referendum to use merit selection, even after a Los 
Angeles Times story exposed judges being swayed by campaign contributions in a “style 
of wide-open, frontier justice that veers out of control across ethical, if not legal, bound-
aries.”12 Likewise, a merit-selection bill recently stalled in the Pennsylvania legislature.13 
Yet a poll from merit-selection advocates found that voters in Pennsylvania have little 
information on which to base their votes for judges, and once respondents were given 
information on the merit-selection system, a sizable majority liked the idea.14 
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Some critics of judges chosen through merit selection argue the judges are “activ-
ist”—usually a code word for liberal. The term suggests that judges are making policy 
and doing so in line with their own liberal views. At times, of course, courts do have to 
make policy decisions because the law is ambiguous, but that is clearly not their pri-
mary role. Judges are rarely making up law from whole cloth because their successors or 
other courts would call them on it. Some state courts do build on judge-made common 
law. Many states, however, have codified entire areas of common law, and even if they 
have not, legislatures can always override judge-made common law.  

Judges often suffer the strongest political backlash when they settle a conflict between 
a constitutional rule and a statute or referendum. As defenders of constitutional princi-
ples, high court justices must be free to make unpopular decisions that protect the rights 
of individuals. 

Constitutions are composed of timeless principles that govern the relationship between 
branches of government and between a government and its citizens. These principles 
are approved by super majorities (such as two-thirds or three-quarters) of an elector-
ate or its representatives.15 Because super majorities approve constitutional principles, 
these laws trump ordinary statutes or referenda that are approved by a simple majority 
of representatives or voters. That’s why, unlike the political branches of government, 
independence is more critical than accountability for the judiciary.

Some judges, even in states with retention elections, have faced a political backlash for 
rulings that protected the constitutional rights of same-sex couples, women, religious 
minorities, or unpopular groups such as criminals.16 In state supreme courts, this often 
means ruling on the constitutionality of statutes or citizen-sponsored referenda on hot-
button social issues such as same-sex marriage.17 The targets of many of these statutes 
and referenda are often politically powerless, so the judicial branch is the only place 
where they can turn for protection of their rights.

An independent judiciary is crucial to the idea of checks and balances

More than any other institution, judges have to keep the government true to its constitu-
tion. The framers of the U.S. Constitution and state constitutions established govern-
ments with checks and balances. The executive, legislative, and judicial branches have 
distinct roles. In general, the legislatures make the laws; the executive branches enforce 
them; and courts interpret the laws, including constitutions. A judiciary free from politi-
cal constraints is crucial to this system of separation of powers. Without this indepen-
dence, judges are just politicians in black robes. 

In the Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton affirmed the judiciary’s power to rule stat-
utes unconstitutional and described the judiciary as the only institution that can ensure 
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the legislature does not violate the Constitution.18 Hamilton said that unless courts 
can rule statutes unconstitutional, “all the reservations of particular rights or privileges 
would amount to nothing.”19 

Judges interpret constitutions and define the boundaries of individual rights and rules 
that prohibit the government from taking certain actions. This sometimes requires 
courts to strike down statutes that violate constitutional rights, even though the laws 
may be popular with voters. As Hamilton explained: 

[I]t is not to be inferred ... that the representatives of the people, whenever a momen-
tary inclination happens to lay hold of a majority of their constituents, incompatible 
with the provisions in the existing Constitution, would, on that account, be justifiable 
in a violation of those provisions.20

In other words, just because a statute is popular does not mean it is constitutional. 
Courts must be free from political pressure in order to protect constitutional rights.

The justices of the Iowa Supreme Court struck down a statute limiting marriage to het-
erosexual couples in a 2009 case. The court unanimously ruled that denying same-sex 
couples the right to marry violates the Iowa and U.S. constitutions.21 In its opinion, the 
court noted that, “The idea that courts, free from the political influences in the other two 
branches of government, are better suited to protect individual rights was recognized at 
the time our Iowa Constitution was formed.”22 

Though the Iowan justices had never before been compelled to raise campaign funds, 
the ruling spurred Christian conservative groups that are opposed to the decision to 
mount a campaign to unseat the justices in the 2010 retention election—solely because 
of the ruling on same-sex marriage. Conservative political groups from outside Iowa 
spent nearly $1 million attacking the justices.23 

All three justices lost their seats in 2010, but polling suggests a fourth justice may fare 
better this year.24 One Iowan who attended a recent rally against the justice said, “I don’t 
think judges should have the right to decide for us on the marriage issue or other consti-
tutional issues.”25 When voters argue judges should not have the power to decide consti-
tutional issues, there is a drastic misunderstanding of the role of the judicial branch. 

Iowa’s experience shows that retention elections can become politicized. But uncontested 
elections are less susceptible to political pressure than contested elections. In a two-person 
race, a challenger will likely characterize an incumbent judge’s rulings in a certain way and 
detail how his or her own rulings would be different and, presumably, better. A judge in 
a retention election, however, only needs to defend his or her record and qualifications. 
Voters in a merit-selection system never actually get to choose a judge; they just decide 
whether to throw him or her out of office. Merit-selection systems can be structured to 
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provide voters with useful information or evaluations based on neutral criteria, and such 
systems make judges even less susceptible to political pressure.26 

If the judiciary becomes another political branch responsive to political pressure, then 
there would be no branch of government that could check the power of legislatures or 
executives when they infringe on the constitutional rights of individuals. Retired U.S. 
Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens warned that, “Disciplining judges for making 
an unpopular decision can only undermine their duty to apply the law impartially.”27 
Judges who face contested elections may feel more pressure to avoid striking down laws 
that are popular with voters and therefore cannot protect the constitutional rights of 
individuals. These rights are meaningless if they cannot be vindicated. 

Judges as politicians

Judges should not be forced to act like politicians to keep their jobs. Legislators have to 
raise funds for their re-election campaigns, and citizens are not surprised when legis-
lators are responsive to their campaign contributors. Judges, however, should not be 
beholden to election funders in the same manner. The judiciary should be beyond the 
influence of special interests.

The drafters of the U.S. 
Constitution recognized that 
political considerations or 
campaign contributors should 
not be able to influence judges. 
They established a system in 
which federal judges are subject 
to political processes when they 
are nominated by the president 
and confirmed by the U.S. Senate, 
but they serve for life once con-
firmed.28 Current Chief Justice 
John Roberts, during his 2005 
confirmation hearing, said that, 
“Judges are not politicians. They 
cannot promise to do certain 
things in exchange for votes.”29

Chief Justice Roberts’ lofty 
promise of judicial indepen-
dence is threatened when judges 
must campaign the way other 
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politicians do and must rely on interest groups to ensure their political futures. Retired 
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor said that, “When you enter one of 
these courtrooms, the last thing you want to worry about is whether the judge is more 
accountable to a campaign contributor or an ideological group than to the law.”30 

In August 2012 the Center for American Progress issued a report on how campaign 
donations from big business have come to dominate judicial elections. The states that 
have seen the most campaign cash now have high courts dominated by judges who 
favor corporations over individual citizens. In states with contested elections, some 
Democratic judges count on labor unions or trial lawyers for campaign cash or “get out 
the vote” operations. Republicans often look to corporations and organizations funded 
by big business for campaign money.31 As these so-called big-money judicial elections 
spread to more states, these judicial candidates will come to depend on these same inter-
est groups. In these states, those who sue corporations—such as injured employees or 
consumers who have been scammed—are finding it much more difficult to obtain real 
justice from these courts.32 

The CAP report demonstrated how contested judicial elections open the door for 
special interest groups to influence the law. Groups that desire a change in the law can 
seek out judges who will deliver that change and then spend money to get those judges 
elected. The insurance industry in Ohio, for example, was dissatisfied with several rul-
ings against insurers in the late 1990s and donated money to elect judges who promptly 
reversed those rulings once in office.33 In a merit-selection system, special interests lose 
the chance to bolster candidates who favor their agenda.34

Special interests influence contested elections

Contested races affect judicial behavior in other ways, as well. A court’s role as protector 
of constitutional rights sometimes requires it to rule for criminal defendants, even if the 
defendant’s actual guilt is not in doubt.35 Studies have found that judges facing imminent 
elections are less likely to overturn criminal convictions. A 2009 study found that this ten-
dency was highest in partisan elections and not as significant in retention elections.36 The 
vindication of a defendant’s rights should not depend on a judge’s political considerations. 

Criminal cases provide fodder for special interests running attack ads against judges. In a 
2006 race for the Washington Supreme Court, an ad featured a grieving mother criticiz-
ing an incumbent judge for a decision that “let my son’s killer walk free after serving less 
than a third of his murder sentence. You could have a convicted murderer released ... 
next door and you wouldn’t even know it.” The ad was paid for by Americans Tired of 
Lawsuit Abuse, a pro-tort-reform group that has nothing to do with criminal law.37 
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When a West Virginia coal executive spent a huge sum of money to influence the 2004 
election to the West Virginia Supreme Court, he poured his money into a group that 
attacked the judge for allegedly granting probation to a child abuser.38 These ads did not 
mention the coal company’s $50 million verdict that was pending before the court, but 
the U.S. Supreme Court took note of this conflict of interest when it ruled that the judge 
who benefited from the money should have recused himself.39 Though they have no 
interest in crime, special interest groups use criminal cases to scare citizens into voting 
for judges who support their particular agenda. 

Some of the same interest groups that influence judicial elections have opposed merit-
selection initiatives. In Pennsylvania, for example, pro-life groups opposed a statute 
that would have replaced the state’s partisan judicial elections with a merit-selection 
system.40 The proposed constitutional amendment would have created a commission 
to produce a list of nominees and allow the governor, with the state Senate’s consent, to 
appoint the judges on the state’s appellate courts.41 Pro-life and conservative religious 
groups have donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to Pennsylvanian judicial can-
didates in recent years,42 and in June 2012 they defeated a bill that would have lessened 
their ability to influence the law. 

Merit selection reduces the opportunities for special interests to influence courts. 
Advocates point out that merit selection can “minimize political influence by eliminat-
ing the need for candidates to raise funds, advertise, and make campaign promises, all of 
which can compromise judicial independence.”43 Retention elections also subject judges 
to less political pressure than contested elections. 

Many judges argue that merit selection leads to better-qualified judges.44 One organization 
of civil defense lawyers warns that contested elections might prevent the most qualified 
lawyers from seeking seats on the bench, saying that, “Otherwise qualified individuals may 
opt not to run for fear of losing to a judge before whom future cases must be tried.”45

Although empirical evidence is hard to come by, a recent study from conservative 
scholars used the number of times a judge’s opinion was cited by other jurisdictions 
as an indicator of quality. By this measure, the authors found that appointed judges 
outperformed elected judges.46 The authors posit that, “A system that selects for judges 
skilled at electioneering and politicking does not also necessarily select for judges skilled 
at authoring high quality legal opinions.”47

Structuring merit-selection systems to ensure independence

Critics of merit selection argue the system is undemocratic. They claim that unelected 
nominating commissions should not have so much authority over judicial selection.48 
These critics often fail to recognize that judicial independence—not democratic account-
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ability—is the most important consideration in deciding how to select judges. The framers 
of the U.S. Constitution and the drafters of early state constitutions established systems in 
which judges are completely free from political accountability once they are appointed.

Some conservatives, acknowledging the value of judicial independence but decrying a lack 
of democracy in merit selection, argue for a system similar to the federal model—guber-
natorial appointment (without a nominating commission), state Senate confirmation, and 
long terms.49 This so-called Washington model would present its own problems, however, 
with politics being present at the selection stage. The process would not be as transparent 
as modern merit-selection systems, and would open the door to politicized appointments, 
as we see in the federal system today, appointments can lead to gridlock if the executive 
and legislative branches are controlled by different political parties.50 

The history of merit selection

Merit selection emerged after states saw gubernatorial appointments tarnished by allega-
tions of partisanship and political corruption. The first system was approved by Missouri 
voters in 1940 after the state’s courts had become politicized and subject to control by a 
powerful political machine.51 The Missouri plan, as it came to be known, was adopted in 
Kansas after a 1956 scandal involving then-Gov. Fred Hall, who had lost the Republican 
primary. Gov. Hall’s friend, the chief justice of the state supreme court, resigned his posi-
tion at the same time Gov. Hall resigned as governor. The lieutenant governor assumed 
office for the last few days of the term, and his single official act was to appoint Gov. Hall 
to the empty seat on the Kansas Supreme Court.52 

In 1970 a Florida governor appointed a state supreme court justice who was charged 
with selling drugs and who became a fugitive from the law. The then-president of the 
Florida state bar said the governor ignored the bar’s background check, which had raised 
red flags.53 Florida amended its constitution to institute a merit-selection system a few 
years after the scandal, but state legislators are fighting to establish a system that would 
again give politicians more control. 

Merit selection frees judges from political infighting and shady deal-making. Opponents 
of merit selection are particularly critical, however, of systems that allow state bar asso-
ciations to appoint some members of nominating commissions.54 Conservative critics 
argue bar associations are often more liberal than their state’s citizens.55 A recent study 
found that merit-selection systems in Missouri and Tennessee resulted in judges that 
were more liberal than the majority of citizens in those states.56 The author of the study 
acknowledged, however, that the governors of the two states and the elected officials 
who appointed some commission members were overwhelmingly Democrats during 
the time period studied.57 Other scholars have found mixed results in asking whether 
state bar associations skew left.58
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Studies that focus on the outcomes—not the processes—shed little light on the actual 
deliberations of the commissions. Earlier this year, the American Judicature Society 
conducted a broad survey of 487 nominating-commission members in 30 states, and 
the results cast doubt on the argument that merit selection is a politicized process. The 
survey found that commission members overwhelmingly reject the use of political 
considerations in their deliberations. More than 73 percent of the commission members 
said party affiliation is not considered during their deliberations.59 A majority said they 
were not even aware of candidates’ party affiliations.60 

The survey did find that Democrats outnumber Republicans in the total number of 
commission members, but this discrepancy was much more pronounced for members 
appointed by governors.61 This suggests that any partisan imbalance is more a result of 
gubernatorial appointment than of the role of state bar associations. 

A survey of older research suggests that a rule prohibiting a partisan imbalance on the 
nominating commissions can reduce the influence of political considerations.62 This 
reform could address any imbalance on the nominating commissions without subjecting 
judicial candidates to more influence from the political branches of government. 

Ensuring legitimacy in the eyes of the public

The U.S. Chamber Institute of Legal Reform argues that state bars should recommend 
lawyers to serve on the commissions, but governors should actually appoint them.63 
New York has a requisite number of attorneys on its nominating commissions, but they 
are all chosen by elected officials and not by the state bar.64 In Arizona the state bar rec-
ommends the attorney commissioners, but the governor actually appoints them.65

Merit-selection systems are not designed to be accountable to politicians or the public, 
because a judge’s role as a defender of the Constitution requires him or her to be above 
politics. That being said, many states have reformed their merit-selection processes to 
ensure that citizens perceive them as legitimate and unbiased.

Justice O’Connor offers Arizona’s system as a model. “In that state, nominating com-
missions are dominated by non-lawyers, and their meetings are open. Candidates’ 
applications are available online, and the public is invited to comment,” she said.66 More 
transparency and lay-citizen participation can inspire confidence in the process. The 
American Judicature Society recommends that merit-selection systems include writ-
ten ethical and procedural rules.67 Massachusetts, for example, has strict standards for 
preventing any conflicts of interest with applicants.68

Nominating commissions must have clear and consistent criteria on which to assess can-
didates. In New York the commission is governed by an executive order, which requires 
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it to evaluate a candidate based on his or her “integrity, independence, intellect, judg-
ment, temperament and experience.”69 Most of the constitutional provisions establishing 
nominating commissions do not specify the criteria that govern them. While governors 
have issued executive orders filling in the blanks, legislatures can provide more continu-
ity by passing statutes that establish criteria for assessing a candidate’s merit.

Many states that use merit selection appoint their judges for long terms—between 10 
years and 12 years—before their first retention elections.70 The longer the term, the 
more independence the judge enjoys from political influence because judges will less 
often feel pressure to ensure their decisions are popular. 

Giving voters useful information

With retention elections becoming more politicized, advocates of merit selection argue 
that voters should not make their decisions based on a single high-profile decision by 
a judge. Instead, advocates and state bar associations argue that impartiality, an under-
standing of the law, and other values are the criteria voters should use to make their 
decisions in a retention election. The Florida Bar Association, for example, asks citizens 
to base their votes on a judge’s “legal abilities, temperament, and commitment to follow 
the law and decide cases impartially.”71

Surveys have shown that voters often do not feel knowledgeable about judicial can-
didates.72 It is therefore asking a lot for voters to seek out and find information on the 
judges’ qualifications, temperament, and legal abilities. If a voter is aware of a high-pro-
file decision from his or her state supreme court, how can that voter put aside his or her 
views on that case and focus solely on merit? Retention elections must be accompanied 
by evaluations or voter guides that give the public useful information—a broad range of 
material beyond just one or two cases that received media attention.  

Judicial performance evaluations have proven to be very useful for voters. These evalua-
tions can promote meaningful accountability for judges by imparting knowledge about 
the judge’s performance in office. Supporters point out that judicial performance evalu-
ations are “process-oriented, not outcome-oriented.”73 Anonymous surveys are given to 
attorneys, jurors, and others who watch judges as they work, and more comprehensive 
programs include information on case-management statics, public comments, and inter-
views with the judges.74 New Mexico goes so far as to seek input from “court staff, other 
appellate judges, trial court judges whose cases have been appealed, the judge’s current 
and former law clerks, and law professors.”75 

The Defense Research Institute, an organization of civil defense attorneys, says judicial 
performance evaluations should be structured to enable a judge’s self-improvement 
and a voter’s informed decision. The institute also says the evaluations should “educate 
the public that specific case outcome should not be the determinative factor in judicial 
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election or retention.”76 The American Bar Association offers detailed model criteria for 
assessing a judge’s legal abilities, integrity/impartiality, communication skills, profes-
sionalism/temperament, and administrative capacity.77

North Carolina, a state that holds nonpartisan contested elections, offers citizens a voter 
guide, which describes the candidates’ background. Voters are informed of the candi-
dates’ experience, education, and endorsements. The candidates are also allowed to 
submit statements to be included in the guide.78 

As recent campaigns have shown, retention elections are not perfect and do not provide 
judges with complete independence from political considerations. Retention elections 
are vastly preferable to contested elections, though, and providing voters with relevant, 
unbiased information can keep the focus on a judge’s merit, not on his or her views on 
a single high-profile issue. Further, voters in retention elections make their decisions 
after a judge has been on the bench for at least one term, giving voters a track record to 
consider before making a decision.

Conclusion

Constitutional principles are supposed to be above the petty politics of legislatures. When 
a statute or referendum conflicts with the constitution, a court must enforce constitutional 
values. It is often a thankless task that judges carry out, striking down the will of the people 
manifested in statutes and referenda. But judges are the only institutions in place to protect 
our constitutions and the individual rights enshrined therein. 

If judges are politically accountable, they cannot perform this crucial function. We need 
institutions in our society that can check the whims of the citizenry when they are not 
in accordance with the timeless principles laid down by the leaders who founded these 
states and our country. 

There are times when it might be politically popular for politicians to target certain 
groups—those that are in the minority, naturally, since attacking a majority of citizens 
would likely not lead to electoral victory. This is especially true in tough economic 
times, when politicians have used groups such as immigrants as scapegoats. Courts 
must be able to stop legislatures and governors who cross the line. A majority of citizens 
might feel satisfied when elected judges avoid striking down popular statutes related to 
certain hot-button issues, but a constitution suffers when there is no branch of govern-
ment to ensure the laws conform to it. If the courts do not protect individual rights from 
government encroachment, no one can.
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Unfortunately, judicial independence is increasingly threatened by politicized retention 
elections. In an eerily prescient 2008 law review article, Justice Mark Cady of the Iowa 
Supreme Court warns of this very danger. Cady remarked:

Just as the personal views of a judge should not drive the judicial decision-making 
process, the personal views of the voter also should not be a focus in retention elections. 
Both views are inappropriate as a driving mechanism for judicial decisions because no 
individual’s view—either judge or voter—is above the law.79

Justice Cady points out that states that use retention elections can provide useful infor-
mation to voters, allowing them to make decisions based on a broad understanding of a 
judge’s role.80 

Despite Iowa’s experience in 2010, the question of whether a judge should be retained is 
less likely to be politicized than a choice between two candidates with divergent views. 
Voters in retention elections are not asked to replace a candidate with a specific alterna-
tive, and special interests cannot recruit a candidate they believe will serve their agenda. 
If judicial independence is paramount, the question of whether to vote a judge off the 
bench for protecting the rights of same-sex couples is preferable to choosing between a 
judge with a certain view on same-sex marriage and a challenger with an opposite view.

Not surprisingly, conservative critics of merit selection like to quote the framers of the 
U.S. Constitution on the need for democratic legitimacy.81 Those with an affinity for the 
framers must remember that they did not favor judicial elections, which were not intro-
duced for state supreme courts until many decades later. On the contrary, the framers 
of the U.S. Constitution set up a federal system that completely insulates judges, once 
on the bench, from political accountability. In the Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton 
said citizens “of every description” should value judicial independence because “no man 
can be sure that he may not be tomorrow the victim of a spirit of injustice.”82 As the 
framers of the Constitution clearly understood, a judiciary that can protect our constitu-
tional rights without fear of political backlash guarantees freedom for all.

Billy Corriher is the Associate Director of Research for Legal Progress at the Center for 
American Progress Action Fund.
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